IMPORTANT

Operating Instructions for Master Lock Nos. 2002 and 2010 Heavy Duty Combination Padlocks.

For Maximum Security, Master Lock’s 2000 Series Combination Padlocks operate somewhat differently than ordinary combination locks.

TO OPEN
Dial the three number combination as you would a regular combination padlock and stop on the third (last) number.

Now, with the dial on the third number, you must take additional step and turn the dial to the left until it STOPS. While holding the dial at the full stop position, pull shackle from lock body.

TO LOCK
Push shackle into lock body. Dial will spin-off number, and tumblers will automatically disarrange.

KEY CONTROL FEATURE OF MASTER NO. 2010

Because of the superior deadbolt locking on Master Lock’s 2000 series, the key-control mechanism on the No. 2010 is key retaining. That is, the No. 2010 MUST be locked before the control key can be removed.